FTC's Google Settlement a Pyrrhic Victory for Privacy and the Rule of Law

The Federal Trade Commission today announced Google will pay an unprecedented $22.5
million fine for allegedly violating its
2011
consent decree
over how Google handled users' information in launching its now-defunct Buzz social network.
Specifically, the FTC alleges Google misrepresented how users of Apple's Safari browser could
control Google's collection of information about their browsing in a 2009 help page, as the Wall
Street Journal
first reported
in February. The following statement can be attributed to
Geoffrey Manne
, Executive Director of the International Center for Law & Economics, and
Berin Szoka
, President of TechFreedom:

The size of today's fine will make headlines but it is a distraction from the real story:
The FTC holds Google liable for a statement in a help page that was true when made and
became untrue only because Apple quietly changed how its Safari browser handles cookies. Of
course, companies do have a duty to ensure the accuracy of what they tell consumers about
privacy as their own practices evolve. But holding them responsible for monitoring everything
their rivals do that might affect their own past privacy statements will only discourage them from
explaining their privacy practices in the first place. This is sadly ironic, as policymakers have
spent years bemoaning the inadequacy of privacy policies and demanding companies do more
to educate consumers. This is, at best, a pyrrhic victory for privacy.

The FTC now has Google, Facebook, Twitter and MySpace under under 20-year
consent decrees and continues to add other companies to the list. Each of these companies
now risks incurring unpredictable fines and enormous reputational costs for conduct the FTC
likely couldn’t punish under its general Section 5 powers—without any admission of guilt and
without the FTC having to prove liability or justify the amount of the fine. As the Commission b
oldly declares
, a consent decree violation need not have "yielded significant revenue or endured for a
significant period of time" to be punished with a huge fine. Such arbitrary
regulation-by-settlement undermines the rule of law and harms consumers by deterring privacy
disclosures.
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Szoka and Manne are available for comment at icle@laweconcenter.org . The FTC's
settlement order is available
here
.
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